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Dank eines günstigen Zusammentreffens mit einer anderen Tagung
kOnnten für diese Tagung_ eine Reihe von"·Teilnehmem aus dem
Ausland gewennenwerden,die einerseits einen guten Uberblick

über die neuesten Ergebnisse in der höheren Mengenlehre ge
geben haben und andererseits ansch1ießend über ihre eigenen
Forschungen vortrug~. Es zeigte sich dabei, daß, verglichen
mit den Vereinigten Staaten, wir in Europa erhebliche Kenntnis
lücken haben. Das zentrale Thema der Tagung betraf. den Zu
sammenhang zwischen dem möglichen Reichtum an Teilmengen des
Kontinuums und m6glichen Unendlichkeitsaxiomen. Dieser Zu
sammenhang läßt sich formal fassen durch Axiome aus der des
kriptiven Mengenlehre, die über ZFC (Zermelo-Fraenkel mit
Auswahl) hinausgehen und durch Axiome über große Kardinal
zahlen. Dieser Zusammenhang ist deshalb wichtig, weil das
bevorzugte Modell der Mengenlehre, nämlich ~ie kumulative
von Neumann'sche Hierarchie von zwei Parametern abhängt: der
Potenzmenge und der Klasse der Ordinalzahlen.

Obwohl im Verlauf der Tagung keine Freizeit
übrig blieb, ja sogar drei Abendsitzungen eingeschaltet
wurden, zeigte sich keine Spur von Ermüdung; wir waren alle
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bis zur letzten Stunde erfüllt von den Aufgaben, die sich
uns stellten. Es ist geplant, daß über diese Tagung Lecture
Notes beim Springer Verlag. erscheinen sollen.
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Vortragsauszüge

J. BARWlSE, Global Inductive Definability.

With Y.N. Moschovakis, we study inductive definitions I;(~)

over 9 E S, where R is a class cf stru~tures PCö - Definable
in L We obtain ordinal bounds on lengths of such definitions

w1w. ~

by assuming that 11 ~ Ir < R(~) for all ~ E R. We apply these
results in various parts of logic and mathematics. For example,
we obtain Sack's effective bound on Morley - Shelah ranks as
an immediate corollary.

F. DRAKE, Higher-Type Measurab+es from ö~ - Determinacy.

Solovayhas shown that If we assume that all 6~ sets of reals
are determined, then there is an inner model wIth -a measurable
cardinal. Tb-is' is generalized to obtain an. i~er ~bd_el with _
a measurable .~ardinal which is the lImit of measur~ble cardinals.

u. FELGNER, Forcing and Constructibility for AckermaiiD~_·s~_:~·

Set Theory.

We discuss the fo~lowIng problem: is it possible to express
in Ackermann's system ofaxioms the nation af constructibility
by a single formula such that this formular defines an inner

* . *model of A + "every class is constructIble"? Here A
Ackermann's four axioms + axiom of foundation relativized to
v.- Solution: define the constructible levels in a slightly
di~ferent way by incorporating into the definit~on of La the
existence of a satisfaction-function. Let v =Lß be the result
ing formula. Put a = {v E V I Ord(v)} and call an ordinal y

*cor~ect iff ~ < a or- 1f L~ exists and every ß with a < ß i Y

has the property that a is par:metrically definable in (Lß,e).

Then A = {v I Sw.gy (v E W = Ly , Y i8 correct)} is an inner
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model of A* + "all classe~ are construetible".

*.Foreing in Aekermann's system A is ava1lable - but in
*a generie extension of a model !IJl of A not all of !Dl Is-

extended but on1y a sufficiently large initial segment of 9.

Forclng with classes 1s not a1w~ys possible! These are results
reeent1y obtained by C. Aleor (PhD-thes1s, TUbingen 1977).

H. FRIEDMAN, n~ and n; Theorems Respeetively Needing w1 Ranks
and Morse - Kelley Class Theory. 4It

For funetions F, a .str_ong point 1s an x with fex) e x. Let
HCo = .HF, HCA =. U{HCa I a < A}, HCa+1 = the set of all eount
able sub8ets of Hea . HC = HCw • Consider the follow1ng
sentences. 1 .

1. For all n, any (finitely) Borel FIHCn+1 HCn has a .
strong point.

2. Any (fin1te1y) Borel FIHCa+1 ~ HC« has a streng point,
(for a.11 countab.1e a). ' "

3. Any Borel FIHC ~ HC such that for x e HCu+1 ' F(x) i~ a
function wlth Dom(F(x» e HCa and Rng(F(x» c"HCa , ~as 
a strong point.

Statement 1 i8 a D~ sentence provable in Zermelo set theory
but not in the theory of types.
Statement 2 1s a n~ sent~nce provab1e in Zermelo set theory
+ "there 1s a rank on an uncountable ordinal", but not pro
vable in, say, Zermelo set theory + ."there 1s a rank on a
recursively inaccessible ordinal". 4It
Statement 3 15 provable in Morse - Kelley class theory, but
not provable in ZF. It is n~.
There are equivalent formulations Involving countable trees
whieh may be more mathematically natural (espeeia1ly in the
eBse of 1). If the statements are arithmetized"·, they basically
maintain there metamathematica1 propert1es and beeome ~1' ~1'

,;~ respectively.
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w. GUZICKI, Second Order Arithmetic with 2w < wn .

By Platek's theorem there 1s no sentence ~ of second order
arithmetic such that ZFC + ~ r- 2w

> w1 . On the contrary, we
w

show sentences ~n such that ZFC + 'nr- 2 ~ wn+1 but
ZFC + 'n ~ 2w

~ wn· We show that such sentences cannot be
~~, however our examples are far fram being that.

The reason that Platek's theorem works can (by ~irtue cf
the existence of forcing argument proof) be stated as that
there exists a new method of counting reals. This however
does not af~ect the continuum itself, which can" still ~e big.
In order to convince ourselves that from the point cf view of
continuum it is·big, we construct interpretations-of set
theory in the extension~ of the second order arithmetic. ~n

same cases it is possible to construct interpretations such that
the eontinuum of tpe interpretation 15 isomorphie to the
un1verse of the arithmetic and which contains an uncountable
set. By a general fact,e the continuum of the interpretation
i5 a proper fact, thus in a sens~ violating the eH in the
arithmetic.

P. HAJEK, Some Remarks on Degrees cf Constructibility.

I. If w~ 1s co~table then there 18 ä strictly ascending
countable sequence of degrees of constructibility of reals
having a minimal upper bound, whlch is a degree af areal.

+II. If 0 'exists then there are 6~ reals an (n E w) and a
A~ real a such that {dgc(an)ln} 1s strictly. ascending and
dgc(a) is its minimal upper bound.
111. Moreover, if 0* exists then: there are 6~ Cohen,Solovay,
Sacks reals; there 1s a pair of 6~-realS whose degrees have
no greatest lower bound; there 18 a sequence {an I n E w} of
A~ reals su~h that {dgc(an ) I n E w} is strictly ascending
and has no least upper bound; for each finite lattice L,
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there is an initial segment of degrees of constructibility
isomorphie .tp L and consisting only of degrees Of.6; reals.

L. HARRINGTON, The Prewellordering Property for n;.

Definition: pwo(n;) means: there 1s a function f: U ~ Ord
(where U = universal n; set of reals) such that for all a
in U {.~ I f(b) ~ f(a) } is -~; in a, uniformly in a.

1 ._
PWO(D 3 ) i5 one of the many consequences of PD (pro- ~

jeetive determinacy). It 1s our belief that most of the
structural properties of the projective hierarchy, whieh
follow from the large cardinal property PD, are not them-
selyes large cardinal properties. One particular instances
of this is verified by the following Theorem: There 1s a
model of ZFC (assum1ng that ZFC has a model) in which
.PWO(D~) hold~.

H.R. JERVELL, Constructive Universes.

The talk 18 divided into four parts.

1. A survey of the proof-theoretic strength of various
constructive systems.

2. An introduction to P. Martin-Löf's theory of types
show±Dg how one can develop parts of mathematics within
the system.

3. The constructions of subsystems of models in Martin-
Löf's system are discussed. e

4. Some open questions related to the strength of Martin
Löf's system are settled.

A. KANAMORI; On Vop~nka's end Related Principles.

Analogies to Baumgartner's n-subtle and n-ineffable cardinals
are developed in context of strong principles cf infinity:
A sequence (M~I~<K) of the same similarity typ: 1s called
natural iff each M~ = (Vf(~),E,A~,{~}) and ~<~ implies
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*~ < f(~) ~ f(~ ) < x. If X ~ x, X is Vopenka -n-subtle
(Vopenka-ri-i~effable) iff ~or any natural sequence, there
is a Y ~ X, so that IYI = n+1 .(Y is stationary in x) and
given a o < ••• < an in Y , there 1s an elementary embedding
j of one model in the sequence into another, so that «0 is

the first ordinal moved and j(ai ) = ai +1 .

Typical re5ults: (a) If K is Vopenka-n-5ubtle, then K

is n~subtle~ (b) Those X~ K so- that x-X 15 not Vopenka
n-subtle form a normal filter containing {a<Kla is (n-1)
huge} wen n>1, and {a<x IV)t != a 1s extendible} when n = 1.
(e) Statements analogous ta (a) and (h) hold far Vopenka
n-ineffable. (d) If K is n-huge, then K 1s Vopenka-n
ineffable. (e) x is Vopenka-n-ineffable iff the n~-inde

seribable filter and Vopenka-n-5ubtle filter over Kare
proper and eoherent.

A.S. KECBRIS, Sou51fn Represe~tations of Projectiye Sets
end Higher Level. Analogs cf L.

An inner model M of ZFC is called a "2n-Ievel analog of L "if
A) M ~ there 15 a A1n-gOOd wellordering of W

W

) w 1
B 1 ) M [l w e 1:2n 1

2) M is a Souslin basis for ~2n'

where M is a Sous11n.basis for ~~ if every ~~ set A can be
written as A = p[T] = {aewwl gf E AU) (a,f) E [Tl}, where T
is a tree on some w x A and T E M.

Assuming PD let ~2n-1 be a complete n~_1 set of reals,
{Om}1DE.W a n~_1 - seale on 1l2n- 1 and let

T2n-1" = {( ( a ( 0 ) • • • a (k) ) , ( a~ ( a ) · · · 0k ( a ) ) ) I~2k-1 }

be its associated tree (so that ~2n-1 = P[T2n-1]). The
following proves a conjecture of Moschovakis.
Theorem (HPD). For each n ~ 1, L[T2n_1 ] is a 2n-level analog
of L. In particular', L[T2n_1 ] n W

W is independent of the tree

T2n- 1 ·

Here HPD is the hypothesis that every hyperprojective
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set of reals is determined. The above theorem was proved by
. Moschovakis for n = 1 (i~ which ease L[T2n_1] = ~), by

Kechris-Martin for n = 2 and by Harringtdn-Kechris in general.
Open problems: 1) 'rs L[T2n_1 ] independent of T2n- 1 for n~2?

2) What is an appropriate Indiscernibility theory for these
higher level analogs of L?

A. LqUVEAU, *-Games.

*The games Gare particular asymmetrie g~es of perfeet 1n-
formation'introduced by M. Paris. We study the *-games on w

and prove the following resUlts:
(1) For every analytic subset A of w

W
, the game G:(A) i8

determ1ned.
(2) The statement- "For every n~ subset A, q: (A) is deter

minedn 18 equieonsistent w1th the existen~e of an 1n-
aecessible eardinal. ., *' ,

(3) In Solovay's model, every game Gw(A) 1s determined.
We also study more general asymm~tric games and prove for
them analogous resulta, which lead to regularity properties
for subsets of wW

, related to a-ldeals generated hy elosed
sets~

w. MAASS, Methods of Set 'Theory in a- and· B- Recursion Theory.

Same priority arguments from ordlnary recursion .theory ean
be earried over to a-recursion theory by using in addition
results about the fine structure of L. For B-recursion theory
(ß any limit ordinal) more facts about L are used (e.g.
Jensen's 0 ) and many'new problems arise. Theorem: If ß 1s

*~nadmlsslble and La t= [B regular] then incomparable ß-

recursive ß-degrees exist.
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1M. MAGIDOR, Saturated'Ideals and ~4 Sets.

Assume a measurable cardinal exists.
Theorem (w 1 carries an w2 saturated ideal).
(A) Every E~ set is either countable or contains aperfeet

subset.
(B) CH ~ Every ~~ set is Lebesgue measurable and has the

Baire property.

~. w1 15 w2 almost supercompact if Pw (w 2 ) earries an w3 satu-
~ rated normal ideal. 1

.Theorem (w 1 carries an w2 saturated ideal and it is w2 almost
supereompact + eH-).

(A) Every ~l set 1s either countable or contains aperfeet
subset and it.is Lebesgue measurable B:Ild has the Baire
property.

(B) Every ~~ set 1s eompletely Ramsey.

w. ~t· On a elsss or M~dels of nth Order Ar1thmetic.

In the talk we introduee a elass of models of the nth ~rder
arithmet1c.{n>3) which is wider than the class of ß-models
(models absol~te for wel1ordering) on nth order arithmetic
investigated by Zbierski in his thesis.

The models now eonsidered are B-mode.ls up to the objects
of the kth order. Basic properties of such models are con
sidered, but the main result 15 the following: For every n,
for different k those classes are different. In the course
of proof infinitary methods (admis5ible sets) are used.

The leeture reported common work of Zbierski and under
signed.

*A.R.D. MATHIAS, 0 end the Existence of p-Points.

A p-fi1ter is a filter F on w, containing all cofinite sets,
such that given Xi E F (i(w), ~YeF Vi (Y ....... x

i
i5 finite).
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A filter is rare if given a partition n of w into finite
set si ~XeF.~i Ixnsil ~ 1. A filter is feeble if ~here i5 a
strictly monotonie flw ~ w such that

VXeF ~j<w Vi>j X'" n [f(i) ,f(i+1» :f= $.
A p-point 1s a p~filter that 1s also an ultrafilter.

The fol10wing are known: using eH or MA, p-points, rare
filters, and rare p-points may be eonstructed. (Kunen) It is
consistent with ZFC that no ultrafilter is both rare and a
p-point. (Jalali~Naini; Talagrand) F is feeble' iff, viewed
as a subset cf 2w, it is meagre. Thus feebieness -is a
measure of the smallness of filters. Feeble p-filters exist
- eg. the Frechet filter.

Let K.be the' least cardinal cf a family C c Ww such that
Vfeww ~~ Vi f(i) ~ gei). (Ketonen) If ,K = 2W ,-there is a
p-point. Using Ketonen's arguments and Jensen's covering
lemma, the following was·proved. Theorem. If K<Mw or i~ 0·'
does not exlst, there is a p-filter which 1s not feeble.
'If 2w = ~2' either there i8 a p-point or there 15 a rare
filter.

K. McALOON, A Sketch of Recent Work cf Kirby end Paris.

Let M vary over countable models of Peano Arithmetik (PA).
Let ~ be a function on these models such that ~(M) 15 a
collection of cuts in M (i.e. substructures of M cf wh1ch
M i8 an end extension). An indicator for ~ is a function
K(x,y) = a definable in PA such that for all M, for all 4It
a<beM,·K(a,b) 15 non-standard ~ there exists I e ~(M) s.t.
aeI, ~I. Define a finite set of integers X to be O-dense
1ff lxi ~ m1n X; define X to be n+1-dense 1ff vflx[a] ~ 2
there is 'YSX, Y n-dense, Y homogeneou5 for f. Kirby and Paris
have proved that "[x,y] is a-dense" i8 an indicatcr for cuts
satisfying PA; furthermore, they have shown there are models
of ~A satisfying ax Vy (K(x,y) ~ x) but that the standard
integers satisfy Vz VX ~y (K(x,y) ~ z). The statement
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Vx Sy (K(x,y) ~ x) can be shown (by analyzing their work) to
be equivalent in PA to "every L~ - sentence provaqle in PA
is true n • Various iterations are possible and their techniques
can be made to yield variaus results on submodels of models
of PA.

K. PRIKRY, Same Uses and Aspects of Finitely Additive Measures.

We discuss some' applications of measures (finitelyaddit.)
and ultrafilters over the set of nat. nos in second order
arithmetic. We also consider the assumption of the existence
of a non-trivial measure over the set of natural nos as a
form of the' axiom of choice-, 'no further choice bei~g assumed.

Applications to second order arithmetic.
Thm.(Glazer). There 15 an ultrafilter- ß E ßw-w such that for
all A e 'I, {nIA-neiJ}eß. The next theorem is a fairly easy
consequence of the above Thm of Glazer: Thm. (Hindman)-.
Suppose.:that w = 1

0
U 11" u .... Ulk. Then. there is an in-.

finite X= {x1<x2<••• }.suCh th~t all finite non-empty sums
of distinct elements of X belang to on1y.one of the classes
I j (~=~~ •••-,k). Now define- for every set A~w,

d (A) = lim sup ·.,-Ann Iin , d* (A) = 1im inf' rAnn I/n, '
~CCI n....CCI

dCA) = d*(A) = d*(A) if d*(A) = d~(A). A-A = {a-bla,beA}.
We use Hindman's Thm. together with Banach means (finitely
additive measures extending d and translation invariant)·to
proof the following theorem of Fürstenberg, and some stronger

*results: Thm. Suppose d (A.) > 0, (j<k). Then n{A.-A.lj<k}
. J - J J -

does not have arbitrari1y large gaps. Another proof of this
(involving only elementary methods) was given by Stewart and
Tijdeman. FUrstenberg's proof uses countab1y additive measures
(ergodie theory).

The existence of measures as a weak form of choice.
Thm. (Solovay,Christensen). Let us suppose that there is a
finitely additive measure ~ over w which 1s not countably
additive. Then there i5 a set of reals without Baire property.
Definition. 6 ~ P(w) is a Scott family if for every X.~ w,
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X i~inite, there~ls an infinite Y e 6, Y =X. Thm. (Mathias)
If a non-trivial finitely. additive measure over w exists (see
above"Thm. for assumption about ~), then there are two dis
joint Scott families. Under the as~umpt1on of the preced~ng

theorem we prove: Elther there 1s a Lebesgue non-measurable
set, or there 1s a collection of 2w pairwise disjoint Seott
families.

S.G. SIMPSON, Choiee Schemata in Second Order Arithmetic.

Let S be the system of second order arithmetic with fu11
c~mprehension. Cons~de~ the following choic~ schemata in the
language of S.

AC(choice): Vn gX ,(n,X) ~ ~Y Vn ,(n'(Y)n).
DC(depe~dent cholce) VX SY ,(X,Y) ~ ~Z Vn ~«Z)n,(Z)n+1)

-where n is a natural number variable'and X,Y,Z are.set
variables. It is weIl known that S + DC implies AC, and that
S ~mplies ·AC and DC for ~~ formulae ~. L~VY has constructed
a.model of set theory in which ~1 = M~. Hence S does not
imply AC for D~ formu1ae. Ve use methods of Jensen and
Harrlngton to construct a model cf set theory in which every
countable ~amily cf nonempty sets has a cho~ce function and
there 1s a CPCA linear ordering of reals which 1s dense and
has DO descending sequence. Hence S + AC does not imply DC
for n~ formulae. Mostowski (F.M. 15) has shown how to con
struct global choice functfons for countable models cf S + DC.
These results, as weIl as those of Guz1cki on parameterless
AC and DC (F~M. 93), tend to support the view that S + DC 1s
a more natural system than S + AC.

M. SREBRNY, Singular Cardinals and Analytic Games.

I proved the following theorems.
: N tt

Theorem 1. ZFC + (Vn) (2 n < tt ) + (2 W + tt 1) t- ~11-Deter-
- w w+

minateness (i.e. every analytic game i5 determinate).
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l-t N
Theorem 2. ZFC + (Vn) (2 n < ttw) + (2 w t Nw+1 ) t- every
uncountable D~ set of reals has a perfect subset.

. bt
In the above. we may replace the hypothesis "("n)(2 n~~w)

~

:+ (2 W +. Nw+ 1 ) by a "negative solution to the
singular cardinal problem".' where by the singular cardinal
problem we mean whether it i5 true that

(v singular ß)[ (Va;<ß) (2«<8) =(2ß = ß+)].

Expressed othe~ise: iFC + ~~1-Determinateness r- positive
solution to all cases of the singular cardinal problem.

Tc prove these we relativize the argument of Dev1in and
·Jensen's Marginalia. Dur proo~ uses Silver machines. In
particular, we construct Silver -L[a]-m-achines with the COI1

densation, fin!teness ando' Skalem properties. Then theorems
1 and 2 follow fram the Harrington-Martin result:

. ~~ -Det~rmlnateness ~ (Vacw)( a# exists) .

°Ki STEFFENS, Matchings..

°A survey of recent results af the so-called ~'Transversal

Theory" was given. Some open problems were indicated.

J. STERN, ~~. Partitions cf Ww ioto Borel Sets cf Bounded Rank.

A ~~ partition of ~w is a partition s~ch ~at th~ associated
equlvale~ce relation !s ~~ as a subset cf (ww)2. We prove the
following theorem. Theorem: Assume Va <a* exists); then any -
.E~ partition' of Ww into Borel sets of bounded rank has at
most No classes or admits aperfeet set of pairwise in
equivalent elements.

[A family of Borel sets i8 of boundedrank if all the
Borel sets of the faml1y are ~~ for a -fixed countable or
dinal ~, where ~~ is deflned inductively by ~~ =.open sets,
n~ = eomplements of ~~ sets, ~~ = eountable union of sets
in u{n~lll<~}]

The proof ~elies on a characterization of ~~ partitions
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which admit aperfeet set of inequivalent elements among those
which are not countable. Let p be such a partition and E the
associated equivalence relation. A ~~ subset of w~ is large
if it meets uncountably members of p. A large set A splits if.
there·exists large A1 ,A2 ~ A such that Va E A1Vß E A2 ata. It
splits densely if any la~ge ~ splits. Thm: E has aperfeet set
cf inequivalent elements if and only if some large ~~ set splits
densely.

P. STEPANEK. Cardina1s in the Inner Mode1 HOD. e
It 1s provable in the set theory that L ~ HOD ~ V. Thus for
the eorresponding elasses of eardinals we have

(1) Card ~ Card HOD ~ CardL .

Using a new embedding theorem for Boolean algebras and Boolean
~alued models, it is"possible to diseuss varlous possible
eases of equalities and inequalities in (1). Aetually"it 1s
possible to Show that all the three elasses of eardinals can
have arbitrarily large eommon initial segments. plus every
eombination of equalities and inequalities in (1) is possible,
whenever it 1s compatib1e with the equalities between L, HOD,
V. Everything is done by generie extensions of L of type L[a].
In all models, we ean ask HOD to satisfy either V = L or V =

HOD or to be "something between L and HOn". One more theorem
about deereasing sequenees of HOD elasses. Theorem: Let
Ao > A1 > •• ~ > An> K be a decr~asing sequence of eardinals
in "L. Let for eaeh i < n, if A. = ~+ then ef(~) > K. Let K

- ~ -be regular. _Then there is a generie extension 9 of L such ~

9JI
that ·(i) Ai = (K+) ~ for each i ~ n

(ii) every construetible eardina1 ~ S x or ~ > ~i

15 a eardina1 ofgi for eaeh 1 < n,
!IR.

where !Dlo = g, 9 1+1 = HOn 1. i < n-1.
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G. TAKEUTI, Gödel Numbers of Product Spaces.

Let K,A be infinite cardlnals and A ~ K. We define two Gödel

numbers of Xx by
*g(X,A) = min {IM I I M 15 major in K A}

d(K,A) = min {IMI IM i8 major in K A},

*where M = {tla I f E M and a < x}. Gödel's Ax. i5 equivalent
to g{x,x) = K and d(x,x) = K~ for every regular cardinal K. I
discussed the upper bounds ~nd the lower bounds of g(X,A) and

d(x,X) and poi~t~d out the strange situation of the lower x

bound of g(x,w) and presentd the open problem: 15 g(x,w) = 2-?

Then we fixed x and discussed the bevavior of g(x,Ä) and
d{x,Ä) when A goes from w to x. We also presented an open
problem IrIs there any model of ZFC and g(x, A+) > g(x ,A) or

d(x,X+) > d{x,X)?1t W.e dicussed tha~ Gödel's Ax. and Martin
type Ax. are opposite to each other. At the end, I generalized
my previous axiom on power set. The new axiom implies that

N
2 a 1s alwa-ys a limit cardinal.

J. TRUSS, An Increasing Sequence cf Degrees of Constructibility.

Belear arid Hajek have given a construction of a model of ZFC

in which there 15 a sequenee (cn'new) of degrees of construct
ibillty of reals, and degrees d,e such that

( i) .( Vi, j) (i <, j. -. Ci< C j ·< d , e )

( i i ) (V c) (c ~ d, e ... (:![ n). c ~ Cn )

where the quantifiers ranges ov~r degrees cf sets of ordinals.
Their ~onstruction required the assumption that w~ < w1 . We
show that the situation described above occurs in L[t] where
t i5 a Cehen L-generic real. In addition, Balcar and Hajek

have remarked the following. In L[t], there 1s a set r (r =
{~ ~ w·1 (an) deg s ~ cn }) such that (Vi) ci S. deg ,r S. d,e and
such that (Vx) «Vi) ci S. deg K ~ d,e ~ deg r ~ deg x).

However, by careful choice of ci,d,e and s, it may be arranged
that s ~ w and (Vi) ci < deg,s and r,s have incomparable degrees.
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E. WALZERMELODIE, A Dozen New Types of Large Cardinals.

ERASABLE: They ean be quietly rubb~d out after ~ eontradiction.
INOPERABLE: Reeently withdrawn fro~ the market.
INDECIPHERABLE: They never Xerox weIl.
lNELUCIDABLE: Only for the· Cabal.
IMMEASURABLE·:. They won't sit still.
IMPREGNABLE: They never seem to have any eonsequenees.
INSATIABLE: There never are enough models. ~j~

INCONTINENT: Whenever you try to prove something, they let go. ~
lNEDIBLE: No one will·swallow them.
INTOLERABLE: For everyone of yours there i5 a larger one of ..

theirs.
INDEFATIGABLE: They show up at every meeting.
UNß.EMAiU{ABLE: You didn't think cf them.
lNEXORABLE: Watch out! Here they eome!

Karsten Steffens Oiannover)
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